Abstract. Using the idea of relative Hopf modules, a short proof of the extension theorem of sequences of divided powers in irreducible cocommutative Hopf algebras over a field of characteristic p > 0 is presented.
V\H) = V(H) n H is different from V(H).) Since V(H) is a kx/p-Hopi subalgebra of kx/p 0 H, it is easy to check that each V(H) is a &-Hopf subalgebra of H. An element x E H has coheight n if x G V(H).
For each integer e > 0, the integer ||e|| > 0 is defined by pM <e<p^ + x.
A set of elements x0 = 1, x,, . . . , x" (« finite) in H is called an n-sequence of divided powers if A(x,) = 2 Xj,0 x(_j, 0 < i < «.
y=o Theorem A [4, Lemma 7; and 2, Theorem 2]. 7^/ í </»n+1 a«/7 let x0, x" . . . , x,_, ¿>e a sequence of divided powers in H where x, «as coheight n -\\i\\, 0 < j </. 77iere ù a« element x, in H of coheight n -\\t\\ such that Xq, x,, . . . , x,_ " x, ¿y a sequence of divided powers.
The following extension theorem of sequences of divided powers is a key lemma to determine the coalgebra structure of H [4, Theorems 2 and 3].
The original proof of Sweedler, which consists of several steps, is done by induction on n and t. In the following, we give an alternative proof, where we do not use induction, but the idea of relative Hopf modules [5] instead.
Proof. Replacing H by V~m(H), we may assume « = ||r||. Let H be the free /c-algebra generated by H and one indeterminate z. Thus, if A is a fc-algebra and <p : H ^>A an algebra map, then for any a E A, there is a unique algebra map <p: H -*A such that <p\H = q> and <p(z) = a. Using this universal mapping property, define algebra maps A:H-+H0H, i: H^ k by the rule: k\H = A (comultiplication of H), A(z) = z 0 1 + 1 0 z + 2'"1, x, 0
x,_¡, ë\H = e (augmentation of Tí), ë(z) = 0. Then (i7, A, I) is an irreducible cocommutative Hopf algebra containing H as a Hopf subalgebra. Since x", x" . . . , x,_" z is a /-sequence of divided powers in H, V(z) = 0 if /» \ t and V(z) = xs if t = ps. In the latter case, xs has coheight ||r|| -||j|| = 1. Hence V(z) E V(H). Since F is a semilinear Hopf algebra map, it follows that V(H) = V(H). Let L = P(H), the primitives in H. Let U (resp. Û) be the restricted universal enveloping algebra of L (resp. L). 
Q.E.D.
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